Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Apr 05, 2018 3:03 pm
Many people relate to me in astrology and in some other ways, that they are the last of their
family, that they do not have siblings, that they do not want to have children and many other
such things.
This is because largely, it has been made into an awareness by the enemy, that this is a very
difficult thing, full of hazardous responsibilities, that doesn't give happiness, and everyone
knows the enemy's hatred for the traditional family values, which are not wrong, but they are
brought forth from life. The enemy wants only individuals, easy to control, and fragmentation in
society. Well of course, when one is younger, one naturally doesn't really want a family which it
also makes sense from a natural perspective. The destruction of the family unit, it's
fragmentation, and it's ruin is well documented in the protocols of Zion.
If you look at the jews they have 5 children at a minimum. The Rabbis in particular also have
many of their diseased offspring to walk the planet, and they discipline them in reptilian
standards to do what they must do for the survival of the jewish race. On the other hand, the
same jews push the destruction of the Gentile family unit.
There have been cases of families as well where the person is the last White person, or where
everyone in the family is into race mixing or race mixed themselves, while the person has come
clean somehow. There are also cases of bad families, but this shouldn't affect the native. In the
first place, as yourself, why would one be in a wrong family, rather than a better one? Because
such spiritual families who are better off are becoming scarce and rarer by the day.
This can manifest in that due to someone to reincarnate properly, they may have to do so in a
more inferior family, that will however give them the necessary gifts they need to advance
further. This can be highly unpleasant. And from where this began in the first place? From the
matter that nobody wanted to make nice families and that society is at war with families in
general.
Now, the enemy in the bible has major curse to exterminate the generations of their enemies.
And to make them go fully extinct. In the families such as above I have also been let known a
grandparent or someone else may have had some abilities ranging from spiritually minor to
some being quite gifted.
The enemy does curses to end these generations of spiritual people. They obviously do not do
such curses on the retards who become coal burners, they do this because from these
generations can emerge some more spiritual people that are of Satan and therefore a problem
to their agenda. Admixture dilutes this process. As such all races had pure aristocratic families,
this was a spiritual concept based on spiritual inheritance of powers.
If you are a Satanist, and you are not somewhere that you have to do something binding and
important (these when done seriously can rob the freedom of someone) one must consider
having children. Not like immediately but as a goal, aside others, for your life. If you are worried
about not being that good of a parent, ask yourself how retarded people are having children

everyday, and how much good you could do to your own children. If you are worried about
partners, work spiritually to get a good partner. It's worth it for more than one reasons.
The fact that you are a Satanist and that you are a very unique creature doesn't have to work
against you, or ruin you. Satan gives us family and belonging and regenerates our powers
which could have been defeated by a world that is anti-us in many ways. The fact this world can
be largely against us, doesn't mean we cannot dominate such world, and that we cannot live a
fully rewarding life. The enemy is cursing, we are blessing, and one must remember, Satan is
always on top of the enemy, and always was, for tens of thousands of years ago.
With the powers Satan gives it's ridiculous if one doesn't do some basics in their life, and this
means one is an inner defeatist or doesn't want to do something with their life. In other words,
the blame is on the person and one must evaluate why this is the case. One can fix the majority
of ugly situations that may hamper someone internally our outwardly.
The fact that Satan gives someone a happy life and whatever they need is not fully a lie
generated by the enemy, but something the enemy observed by looking at the ancient people of
the day. As jew Eli Ravage said, we were innocent, happy and beautiful, healthy and very
sensually spiritual, and the enemy hated us for it.
One can have at least 2 children, if they can, the optimal amount be 3. You are not 'obligated',
but if you consider the blessings of such you will understand it's good to have a point like this for
down the road. One must instill a lot of understanding on their kids early on, and give them eyes
to see for themselves. All of this is not that difficult as it looks, as kids are very clever and they
absorb. While we respect opinions we must not respect that our kids or children befall into
retardation or be unable to see the Truth as simply this is a deadly thing for all lifeforms, such as
facts about race, that they must not defile themselves, and that they must be spiritual creatures.
95% of the cases simply by you being a good parent, your children will follow the proper ways
by idolizing you. The more attention you put to children, and especially in their first years, they
will not deviate from what you teach them, in the same way we were all influenced from our
parents for better or for worse. If damages have been done to you, then it's a good opportunity
to make sure one produces healthy kids that don't procure the problems one had.
As for those who are married, and they have children, even with people whom are christians
and have fell back when they have catapulted in the front in their advancement, don't hesitate to
spiritually control these people. One must be walking in the wrong understanding that the
opinion of these people matters, it does not, and if you have children, you must be the dominant
influence on your children, not some self-destructive christian. Do what is necessary to control
the situation. You may not be able to change others if they are unwilling, but you can change
your stance so that you deal with them in a better way. In all cases feel blessed you have
children, under whichever conditions, and look out for the absolute best for them.
One must not use Satanism as an excuse to make the wrong choices in life, as this is
disrespectful to Satan as well. Satanism aside everything else it gives spiritually, can give a
blessed life if you follow it the whole way, and this comes from inner healing, realization and
increasing your natural intelligence, from mistakes or failures even, but the Satanist treats these

lessons differently and learns faster.
Unlike normal people who are oblivious to their own negative energies, you can actually do
something about the situation by digging the depths of your soul.
Spiritual Satanism is like a sun in one's life, it can burn the negativity, and it can give nourishing
life which one must not reject, but openly accept. The above takes advancement, learning and
time, but in the end, the decks will be stacked to your advantage to win this game of life, no
matter where you are now. If you make the steps to advance then you *WILL* in every level that
is.
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Re: Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Thu Apr 05, 2018 5:41 pm
Academic Scholar wrote:Do you think an SS should only have children after they’ve
completely/successfully raised the kundalini serpent and completed the Magnum Opus (MG)
with a partner who’s also completed the MG?

This is not necessary, and I don't know from where come these prerequisites. One can advance
as they have children, both male and female, and given the Great Work is not a cakewalk that
takes a year as many people who are clueless claim, one must therefore look for the best
partner and keep their linear life going as well.
If someone reached a very high spiritual level, others would benefit only by living close to them
as well. So no, this is not necessary, as much as this would be ideal.
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Personal Growth wrote:...

Yes, doctors can fuck up people that way. Doctors profit from diseased people not healthy ones.
The enemy commits crimes like that. The jewish doctors also promote vasectomy for White
males all the time. Less babies less problems for the jews to deal with. Meanwhile people in
other places of the world have copious amounts of babies, while of course, not caring a dime
that the planet's resources are fully consumed.
In your situation one would consider adoption, or to find a woman who already had a young
White kid in that age. I wouldn't preffer a woman who had a kid that was more than 5 years old
as one could not fully relate to the kid after a particular age. The second one would also be hard
of an option overall.
This incessant materialism is not understood by the mind of children other than it makes them
really spoiled brats.
A kid can see a fruit or an avocado and it means the world to them, which costs virtually
nothing. You do not need to have golden 24K stroller with machine gun attached on it in case of
attack to raise a kid either. And kids will more than likely appreciate intellectual and spiritual gifts
you give them. You do not have to be lavishing in the riches of the world to have children.
If you teach your kid to rejoice in natural superiority, sports, athletics, intellect, and spirituality, it
can have the biggest fun in the world just by living, and without a golden pletted iPad every next
month.
While such material power would be great, you can also raise your own kids to be richer than
you as well. Many people who are wealth raise their children in the wrong way as such they lose
their accumulated wealth later cause they raised their kids to be brats.
There are people who complain on how financially demeaning kids are, but they walk around
with a cellphone that costs 1200$. Which is a joke as this is equal to months of feeding your
own toddler or something. Your kid doesn't have to go to Harvard to become an intelligent
creature either.
I am against people having kids if they are in full impoverishment however. As this can be
deadly. But if you are comfortable, or at least somewhere close to this, I wouldn't be that
concerned.

Re: Blessed Life And A Very Important Answer On Family
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Fri Apr 06, 2018 1:51 am
Stormblood wrote:What about homosexual people? Should a homosexual couple of males
made an agreement with a homosexual couple of female to have children or something like
that or should we limit to adopt and/or pursuing other roles in society?

I notice when many homosexual people think about children, rarely, they put any thought in the
children themselves.
Up until a point it makes sense, after a point, it becomes full blown insanity to debate these
matters. The jewish examples have to be ridden off and I notice many homosexuals, eventhough they claim they are away from jewish thinking, they still are influenced by it.
If one quits sexually speaking from the process of creating life, why should one put their hands
all the time on other life? Or directly father? If that was their objective, wouldn't they be able to
do such with the opposite gender? In other words one needs to have clearness of goals. If one
still debates having children, this can imply that someone is not as strictly homosexual as one
may have thought before, or such urges wouldn't really exist.
If you for some reason decide you want kids, then you may also need to ask what your kids
would want from you. What kind of images? What kinds of influences? And you need self
judgement aka, how would YOU influence your children?
Children if they are exposed to bizarrities from the parents, heterosexual in cases of such, the
state takes them away. Generations pasts, homosexual people, always had normal parents
most of the time, imperfect as they were. And things were mostly fine for homosexuals. Nobody
considered parenting children in a house with two daddies and two mommies until now, and this
is because of the jews.
The human brain as it's designed it requires a mother, and a father. Incarnate, in a body. If
either is missing from the life this can create problems in the mentality of a person, such as
serious voids and lacking in the soul. The infant brain doesn't understand yin and yang it
understands normal figures such as mom and dad, grandma and grandpa. And absence or
confusion in such can have life altering effects, to the point of disaster as well.
Children, for optimal mental development, need a mother, and a father. Even absence of such
creates serious problems, and even in otherwise perfect conditions problems can still arise. I
don't wanna know nor I consider experimentation done by people on children, no matter how
much they think they 'love them', to be exposed on images that are simply clashing with the
biological foundation of the human brain, such as drag queen daddy, and gender queer bitranny, nanny. This is why from nature you have the mother and the father who are able to get
pregnant, not two women or two men together. Homosexual birds and other animals do not
father, they do other things which are useful for their species. They may take care of children or
the larger tribe or species in some way, but they do not directly father anyone.

If a person who is a homosexual had a child, they should still maintain a family, or at least, do
not brush such influences in the face of their children, which is typical of many forceful
homosexuals who pompously go around saying they have adopted children. Certainly, they can
be better than let's say a couple of drunkard and heterosexual abusers, but still, there is no
point to get into this debate, the state recognizes such crimes but newfound problematic
relations such as heterosexuals parenting children we scarcely know about. Being care takers
like aunts, surely, yes.
But full blown parenting cannot happen by two people of the same gender. Males cannot
breastfeed, no matter how much hormones you put into them, and not matter how feminine
one's energy is, it will never be the energy of a mother or a woman, if one is a male. Humans
are very confused as it is. However this is only bullshit theory, and in practice, that would be
impossible unless one lives in the Almost Jewnited States of America.
The enemy has been deliberately trying to ruin the mind of innocent children such as trans and
drag queens that go and adopt poor children, dress them like hookers from a young age, and do
other deplorable things which they consider normal to them. If I was working on a cabaret,
sniffing lines, and was surrounded by 10 hookers everyday, I wouldn't have children as a hetero
either, let alone bring them to such hazardous environment. So it's not really a 'gender debate'
as much as it is about imagery that ruins the human brain.
Not long ago I saw in the news a homosexual female couple enforced a 4 year old in "Gender
changing surgery". Because according to these demented individuals, the child "asked for it".
Now do you ask a 4 year old and consider it to be an entity that can make such life changing
choices for themselves? There is obvious hatred here, and the insecurity of the mad "parents",
went onward and destroyed itself. This is like asking your kid what does it think of heroin since it
sees you inject it everyday, and then using "good" as a viable reply to inject your kid with heroin.
Only, the situation above is far worse and IRREVERSIBLE.
It's psychology basics, children mimic what they see until they form their own understanding of
self which happens around 9 years old, and around 12 years old, the children start to have their
own understanding and their own choices. Effectively the child here didn't really know anything
about itself, and it was put to do life altering surgery because the parents wanted to feel better
about themselves and treat the child as a chihuahua dog. This is depravity and insanity, and
dishonors homosexuals, and not only that, it arises social hatred, and the jew knows this.
No, I do not believe homosexual people should get children, simply because, homosexual
parenting can cause issues on children. In the cases where people have children, they should
let them have their own choices, and not enforce anything on them such as the paradigms
above. Because this is a crime of extreme evil.
The mentality of "I adopt because I can" and to hell with whatever happens to the child, because
I want to be "Me" and wear pink tiaras and do strange acts in front of my kid is bad. Even
improper actions between heterosexual couples can scar a kid for life.
Homosexuals and many others are a minority and I know some of them will not like my reply,

because the Jewnited States and the Jews state you can do 'whatever the fuck you want'. I
know many homosexuals dislike the fact that others may have forced them to be heterosexuals,
and frequently do dislike impositions on their behavior by others, which is normal. So why do
these people cannot see that imposing certain visual images to children is wrong...
There are a lot of theories and endless conversations on such matters which makes it look like
these people are a majority. The fact we accept some things it doesn't mean that we bizarre
rules on other human beings.
If I myself were a homosexual, or I had a male partner, I would never adopt a kid, male or
female, no matter how much I would 'feel like' I should do it, as my life would be based around
my partner(s), goals, and spiritual development. Kids are not guinea pigs that one has to get in
order to feel 'complete', they are beings of their own character as well. And chances are if the
kid will not be a natural homosexual, this will create mind ruin for the kid to watch images that
do not agree with their inner nature, same as homosexual children who are enforced by their
parents to act "heterosexual". So to avoid such risks I would avoid adoption.
People who want to make a full blown freak show in front of children so that they themselves
feel 'natural and complete', are abominations, and behaviors of abominations are not tolerated
in Satanism as we are for security and peace for children and innocents.
Homosexual and other people can help children and actively help civilization become better in
other points of advantage such as donating to adoption houses and many other things. One can
be creative. Homosexuals when they exist in a family, in a hypothetical scenario, where White
families would have many children, would be uncles and aunts to many, they would have
children they could actually care about, and they would be loved by their family, and accepted.
This is the case actually for many homosexual people, cousins etc.
Uncles and other influences such as a godfather are good, but to directly parent children, I am
against, for reasons of spiritual imprints and the love the jews have for this depravity and how
much they have enforced it.
The only case where such would be debatable and still fucking LAME, would be if the father
was a closet or secretly homosexual from their kid. Aka, no images on their kid, and let natural
development take it's course. Everyone can have their own experience but in front of developing
creatures we have to act in a way that our brain is designed to understand. However judging
from cases of, for example, heterosexual but very effeminate dads, this can still have
complications for the child. The same goes for a heterosexual mother that is acting like a whore
in front of her kids.
So I don't want to debate the obvious here what seeing your two daddies walking around with
cowboy boots and kissing is going to do to the fragile brains of children. This is an act of hate
and insanity.
The jews must make a good oily fap everytime they hear stories such as how the goyim mutilate
the genitals and do gender surgery on infants that don't even have an opinion on what their
gender and their sexual preferences are.

I do not condone any of such fucking insanity.
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Academic Scholar wrote:
HoodedCobra666 wrote:
Stormblood wrote:What about homosexual people? Should a homosexual couple of males
made an agreement with a homosexual couple of female to have children or something like
that or should we limit to adopt and/or pursuing other roles in society?
...

I’m a gay transsexual boy and I’m never medically transitioning, I completely understand
where you’re coming from it makes sense. I want 20+ children but should I not be openly
trans with them and just let them think I’m a woman/their mother then tell them the truth later
on when they are fully grown? Or should I just never have children at all this has me worried
and confused...

I want 20 dogs but since I will be an unfit owner, due to time constraints, my own habits, and
many other reasons, I'd rather not have 20 dogs. As such I donate frequently to charities
because I really care for the OTHER creatures, rather than my OWN will to "own them".
The fact you are a boy as you said, makes you a male, no matter if your energies are feminine,
or even in the hypothetical scenario you would get transgender surgery, you would still be on
the core a male. If you decide to have kids which would take a woman, you must not pretend to
be the woman, or pretend to be a woman to your kids, exactly as you stated. As you would
obviously not be this.
If you wanted to help 20 children, you didn't need to have them, have the responsibilities of
having them, have potential family perils (the fact you ACCEPT your own terms and have an
aim, doesn't mean other humans will become breeding machines for you...have you ever
thought about this... and where this could end), there are foster houses and other facilities such
as hospitals where one could devote a part of their life in helping. Not raising 20 children but
many hundreds.
As you state you want children because you want them. What my reply meant is, do you
consider the children at all, from their perspective? How would your presence affect them as
individual creatures?
To me it looks like people who are strictly homosexual are given other purposes by nature.

Which are not to necessarily have children. Unless of course one is really a bisexual, or is just
mainly heterosexual who is...I don't know, doing some experimentation here and there,
whatever. There are bi people who have families and can possibly run them in a livable manner,
insofar their own sexual adventures don't plague the lives of their children. This is nothing new
and has been happening in many families before.
Children are not dogs, you cannot have them for "YOURSELF". You must have them for
THEMSELVES and ironically, this would require sacrifices of your own sexual identity if you
wanted to raise them in a non-psychologically-risky or even highly damaging manner. It may or
may not happen, but chances are pretty high, and this is nature deciding this, not me.
All homosexuals and GBLT people here have been raised or attended by either having male
and female parents, absence of a parent, well some reasonable situation overall. They must
respect it and understand under such circumstance they could actually find out who and what
they are about. From a stable basis, to some extent.
To me homosexual people look like their energy is more turned inwards spiritually and into
society in some way. Rather than engaging in very 'personal and close up' experimentation on
the linear human recreation process. I think they can find this confusing and also bring
confusion in such. If you are not going to have children then you are not obligated to have them
as well. Nor you are entitled to them.
I am not here to control and direct where you put your genitals, but I alter you to the reality of
where such choices could lead for you and other human beings involved. Which can be mindboggling at the very best for you and others involved. Everyone here is the one controlling their
life.
If you are young I'd suggest taking at least a decade of meditating, advancing, and considering
how your life may go, rather than making quick choices right now. These are very important
things. Even buying a dog can be an important life altering decision...Think about how children
could be, especially in such a world right now, where you stand based on who you are, how the
world is around etc...

